
IMAGE CODE DESCRIPTION

LC 300 “Guru” necklace with paper and glass beads

LC 303 “Trenza” necklace with paper and glass beads

LC 337 "Zappa" pin: copper wire, paper & glass beads

LC 364 Fabric bracelets

 COLLECTION SS12



LC 412 “Pompa” necklace: steel cord with dangling wool pompons

LC 413
“Pampa” necklace: leather strip with thread and wool 

pompons

LC 425 “Bote” earring, steel cord & paper beads

LC 441 “Kyoto” pin: metal pin with fabric flowers

LC 445 Safety-pin brooch with wool pompons

LC 446
Safety-pin brooch with glass beads, stones, metal chain and 

three fabric flowers



LC 449 “Bromelita” brooch: fabric flower with wool pompons

LC 452 Safety-pin brooch with dangling wool pompons

LC 471 “Kyoto” hair band, with fabric flowers

LC 474 Bobby pin with wool pompons

LC 482 Kyoto flower ring

LC 502 “Kyoto flower necklace”: silk thread with fabric rosebuds



LC 505
“Spring necklace”: thread cords with paper beads, fabric 

flowers and plastic beads

LC 547 “Jaz butterfly” brooch: copper wire, paper & glass beads

LC 580 Crochet flower ring

LC 607 “Serere” necklace: leather strip with wool pompons

LC 610
“Abrapampa” necklace: jute strips with wool pompons, tiny 

clay pots and metal coins

LC 611
“Iruya” necklace: leather strip with wool pompons and metal 

coins



LC 612
“Yavi” necklace: leather strip with wool pompons, tiny clay 

pots and metal coins

LC 613 “Siku” necklace: sea urchins with thread and wool

LC 624
Potpourri necklace: leather cord with metallic ring and 

assorted pieces

LC 661 Wooden pin with popurri of wool pompons and beads

LC 669 Ponytail band/ hair band with fabric and thread coin

LC 671
“Iruya” bracelet: leather strip with wool pompons and metal 

coins



LC 701
Fabric braid and metal chain necklace with paper and glass 

beads

LC 703 Fabric patterned necklace with sequin flower

LC 743 Brooch with fabric and thread coins and glass beads

LC 748
“Naranjo en flor” safety-pin brooch, with glass beads and 

leather tassel

LC 751 bracelet made of fabric and silk threads

LC 759 Leather keychain with glass beads and charms



LC 1109
Wool string necklace with metal ring, fabric coins and thread 

pompons

LC 1112 “Bandoneon” necklace: thread cord with paper beads

LC 1116
Three strip necklace with woolen cloth pompons and glass 

beads

LC 1120
necklace with a metal chain and many fabric pieces in one 

end

LC 1121
“Gurí” necklace with paper and plastic beads and fabric 

flowers

LC 1136 “Bandoneon” earrings: steel cord with paper beads



LC 1140 Earrings with fabric pompoms

LC 1154
Safety-pin wool-lined brooch with fabric flower and glass 

bead

LC 1162 Bracelet with fabric flowers and glass and plastic beads

LC 1164 Copper chain bracelet with fabric pompons

LC 1181 1181

LC 1184 Necklace with paper beads, fabric flowers & glass beads



LC 1185 Long alpaca wire necklace with glass beads & fabric flowers

LC 1188
“Farolito” necklace: steel cord with woolen cloth and glass 

elements

LC 1208
"Generala" necklace: multiple long fabric braids with rings 

and chain

LC 1212 "Domino" Necklace: metal chain with paper & glass beads

LC 1219
Necklace with wood beads, fabric coins, thread pompons and 

feathers

LC 1220 Golden cord necklace with fabric circles



LC 1240
Perinola safety-pin brooch with patterned fabric sticks and 

glass beads

LC 1246 Fabric circle brooch

LC 1252 Naipes earring: patterned fabric sticks and glass beads

LC 1259 Piola earrings with fabric pompons

LC 1261 Small earrings with fabric elements

LC 1263 Earring with fabric flower



LC 1264 Filigree earring with fabric sticks

LC 1277 Fabric-lined hairband

LC 1285 Ring with fabric flower

LC 1286
Shawl made of Rayon & elastano, with thread & woollen 

pompoms

LC 1290 Malabares bracelet with fabric sticks and glass beads

LC 1318 Fabric braid Necklace with tassel, and fabric flowers



LC 1392 Shawl with wool pompons

LC 1393 Rayon shawl with kyoto flowers& potpourri

LC 1403 Long multi-fabric strip necklace with flowers

LC 1404 Long fabric strip necklace

LC 1405 Long fabric strip necklace with flowers

LC 1409 Copper chain necklace with fabric flowers



LC 1410 Silk cord necklace with fabric flower

LC 1414 Gauze necklace with five fabric flowers

LC 1415 Gauze necklace with one fabric flower

LC 1444
Safety-pin brooch with fabric strips ending in flowers and 

pompons

LC 1475 Hair band with fabric flowers

LC 1480 bracelet made of fabric strips



LC 1481 Bracelet with fabric flowers & glass beads

LC 1484 Bracelet with fabric flowers & metal chain

LC 1490 Ring with fabric pompoms & glass beads

LC 1500
"Fetiche" necklace, wool cords, amulets, fabric talismans, 

glass beads and wool pompons

LC 1513
“Neca” necklace: leather strips with fabric elements, metal 

ring and glass beads

LC 1514 Necklace with thread circles & copper chain



LC 1515 Necklace with fabric circles & copper chain

LC 1541 Key-chain with fabric flowers and metal hook

LC 1542
Necklace - bag accessory with fabric components & thread 

pompoms

LC 1553 Earrings with wool circles and glass beads

LC 1570 Head band with fabric pompoms

LC 1580 Fabric braid bracelet with wool pompon bracelet



LC 1581 Wool pompons bracelet with copper chain and glass bead

LC 1590 Ring with fabric pompoms & glass beads

LC 1595 Leather belt with metal buckle & fabric remnants

LC 1603 "Power" necklace, fabric braid with hearts, turtle & amulets

LC 1604 Necklace with fabric braid, kyoto flower & metal filigrees

LC 1607 Necklace with fabric braid and heart



LC 1619 Necklace with fabric braid & amulets

LC 1641 Pin with glass beads, fabric pompoms & heart

LC 1670 Head band with fabric flower & pompoms

LC 1680 Bracelet with fabric components & copper chain

LC 1681 Bracelet with thread pompoms & metal chain

LC 1686 Bracelet with fabric braid & hearts



LC 1691 Leather belt with fabric pompoms & metal buckle

LC 1702
Necklace with copper chain, paper beads, glass beads & 

fabric flowers

LC 1711 Necklace with copper chain & fabric pompoms

LC 1713 Necklace with paper beads & fabric flower

LC 1740 Pin with fabric tassel & glass beads

LC 1743 Pin with fabric flower



LC 1744 Heart fabric pin

LC 1772 Hair buckle with fabric flower

LC 1781
Bracelet with copper chain, fabric petals & glass 

beads

LC 1782 Bracelet with woollen braid and fabric pompons

LC 1805 Necklace with fabric pompoms & lace

LC 1853 Earring with 3 fabric pompoms



LC 1858 Earring with fabric pompoms

LC 1871 Head-band with fabric flower & button

LC 1872 Head-band with fabric flower

LC 1874 Hair band with fabric flower

LC 1900 Necklace with fabric flowers, wool and glass beads

LC 1903 Fabric necklace with tassels



LC 1904 Necklace with fabric flowers and buttons

LC 1905 Necklace with fabric and copper chain

LC 1911 Necklace with woolen flowers and fabric tassels

LC 1912 Necklace with silver chain and fabric components

LC 1913 Necklace with tassels and metal amulets

LC 1913 Necklace with tassels and metal amulets



LC 1956 Earrings with fabric and glass beads

LC 1956 Earrings with fabric and glass beads

LC 1959 Earring with fabric pompons

LC 1960 Fabric pin with glass beads

LC 1960 Fabric pin with glass beads

LC 1971 Hairband with fabric pompoms



LC 1980 Bracelet with fabric hearts

LC 1981 Fabric bracelet

LC 2003 Long necklace with glass beads and thread pompoms

LC 2005 Necklace with fabric tassel and copper chain

LC 2006 Necklace with fabric remnants & stones

LC 2052 Earring with fabric remnants



LC 2056 Earrings with fabric remnants

LC 2058 Earring with fabric remnants

LC 2059 Earrings with fabric tassel

LC 2060 Pins with fabric remnants

LC 2076 Hair buckle with fabric remnants

LC 2081 Bracelet with fabric remnants and copper chain



LC 1012f Bag with fabric flowers and metal handle

LC 1016f Bag with fabric flowers & fringe

LC 1108g Long two wool string necklace with thread pompons

LC 1280p Bracelet with fabric flowers & glass beads

LC 1424f Necklace with steel cord & fabric flower

LC 1475c Hair band with fabric heart



LC 1475e Hair band with fabric star

LC 1479f Hair band with fabric flower

LC 1504c
Necklace with fabric strips, wool pompons and coins & tiny 

clay pots

LC 1510c "Gualicho" necklace with fabric components

LC
1544e-c-

p-g
Key-ring with fabric heart, elephant, fish or bird

LC
1673g, 

m & c
Hair buckle with fabric pompoms



LC
1741/ 

1742es
Small & large pin with fabric start

LC
1741p 

/1742p
Small & large pin with fabric fish

LC 1753c Earring with fabric pompoms

LC 1846c Mobile with fabric bow & tassel

LC 1848r Mobile with fabric circles & tassel

LC 1865c Fabric pin



LC 1865m Fabric butterfly pin

LC 1890C Fabric heart accesory with tassel

LC 1890M Fabric butterfly accesory

LC 1891P Fabric Mobile

LC 1950a Earrings with glass beads & fabric remnants

LC 1955g Fabric earrings



LC 2057c Earrings with glass beads & fabric remnants

LC 2059f Earrings with fabric remnants

LC 2070r Hair buckle with fabric remnants

LC 2082f Bracelet with leather, fabric remnants & glass beads

LC 2082t Bracelet with fabric pompoms & leather

LC 452c Safety-pin brooch with thread pompons and glass beads



LC 473f Hair clips with fabric flower

LC 562g Hair band with fabric flowers

LC 594c Bag accessory with fabric heart, glass beads & metal hook

LC 594e Bag accessory with fabric start, glass beads & metal hook

LC 594g Bag accessory with fabric bird, glass beads & metal hook

LC 594p Bag accessory with fabric fish, glass beads & metal hook



LC 602g Long necklace with buttons and fabric flowers

LC 660g Wooden pin with wool pompon

LC 669g Hair band with fabric and threaded coin

LC 827t Long steel cord necklace with fabric pompons

LC BG01 FABRIC BAG RED

LC BG02 FABRIC BAG 2



LC BG03 FABRIC BAG 3

LC PTC SHAWL PATCHWORK


